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Pete McCloskey:
’My bill or draft’
By Stephen Cohodas
Making his first stop to a West
Coast college campus, Rep. Paul
McCloskey, It -Palo Alto, took on a
fire storm of questions from an
overflow of angry students
yesterday on the upper pad of the
Student Union.
McCloskey said he viewed his
bill as an alternative" to selective
service proposals being drafted in
the Congressional Armed Services
Committee beginning pre-induction
registration later this year.
A "draft of reserves" is likely to
happen by next year, McCloskey
said, and it will be "a year or two
before my draft idea is enacted."
James Babb, a SJSU freshman
and representative of San Jose
Students for Peace, presented
McCloskey with a petition of "620
people willing to be resistors" opposing national youth service.
McCloskey countered saying he
expected people to "give themselves
cheerfully" to serve in either a
military or civilian capacity.
We may require a military
force in Western Europe," he said.
"The kids that are going to die in
Europe are black and Mexican’
American."
McCloskey said the national
youth service would balance out the
American military by subjecting
rich and poor alike to serve the
country.

"A country not prepared to fight
will invite aggression," he said.
A.S. president Maryanne Ryan
told McCloskey she believed the
Pentagon would be more willing to
go to war with an ample supply of
young men and women.

By James P. Wagner
McPete
Congressman
Closkey’s, R -Palo Alto, appearance
Monday in the Student Union
triggered a noontime anti -draft
demonstration outside the S.U..
drawing a crowd of about 300 into a
40-minute shouting match pitting the
Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade against a crowd of. many
pro-draft students.

"It’s an incentive to go to war,"
she said. "That’s the lesson of
Vietnam."
McCloskey disputed those
claims saying there is "no danger of
being led into war" today.

Shouting rapid-fire rhetorical
barbs denouncing McCloskey’s four’
option conscription plan, the RCYB
drew often loud and vehement
retorts from the pro-McCloskey
crowd members.

At that point there was a
disruption from RCYB members
and supporters in the crowd. Many
of them protesting national youth
service as part of "war
preparations" to "fight the rich
man’s war."
McCloskey pointed to the Middle
East as an area which the American
people could be mobilized "to
protect American property and
people’s lives.
"The PLO would wage a war,"
he said, "because it feels the U.S.
could not respond. The Arab world
feels a deep religious need to
obliterate Israel."
McCloskey said the morale in
the military would go up with a
national youth service.
McCloskey spoke for half-anhour as a guest of KSJO’s Student
Union Forum.

But one speaker asked McCloskey what he planned to do when
people start resisting the draft.
McCloskey did not respond directly,
but did say a strong military was
essential in the defense of American
democracy.

weather

McCloskey’s
talk sparks
demonstration

"There will not be a draft
because we cannot tolerate it,"
shouted one placard-carrying RCYB
member over the din of the crowd.
"Ultimately, you gotta get rid of the
system that starts war."
"You have this Communist
Youth Brigade, but if this was a
communist country, you couldn’t
say a thing," answered Judy
Cooper, 31, an Administration of
Justice senior.

Smiling broadly in response to a question, Rep. Paul McCloskey answered inquires and heard SJSU
student concerns about his proposed National Youth Service Bill. Along with questions, the former
Marine and challenger of Richard Nixon in the 1972 Republican Presidential primary, also received
taunts during yesterday’s half-hour A.S. Student Union Forum.
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Steve Arno, 30, a teamster who
carried an anti -draft banner with the
RCYB members, shouted, "This
war is coming independent of our
will. Basically, this lousy system has
us arguing."
What started as a loud anti -draft
debate evolved into a row over
Maoist versus capitalist politics.
An unidentified Iranian student
then stepped into the center of the
crowd surounding the RCYB and
attempted to mediate a discussion of
U.S. involvement in Iranian internal
affairs, resulting in another bout of
shouting.
The shouting match wound down
and finally dispersed as two shirtsleeved campus police officers
looked on.

Nuclear war and the draft topics
of anti -war activist Berrigan’s talk
Fair and warmer today,
ranging from a high in the 60s
to lows in the 50s. Light northwesternly winds. Forecast
by the SJSU Meteorology
Department.

Voting begins
Voting for the A.S. elections
begins today at five locations on
campus. The polls open at 9:30 a.m.
Three polls close at 2:30 p.m., and
the other two will stay open until
8:30 p.m. In order to vote, you must
show your student body identification with a current fee sticker.
Polling places will be located at:
Between the Art Building and
the Student Union.
The plaza between the Student
Union and the Bakery
The corner of Seventh and San
Carlos streets.
In front of the Reserve Book
Room.
Between the Men’s and
Women’s Gyms.
Voting will continue tomorrow
through Thursday, with polls closing
at 5 p.m. Thursday.

By Stephen Cohodas
Calling nuclear war "hell with
its lid off," anti -war activist Phillip
Berrigan spoke to a small crowd
Sunday night at the Campus
Christian Center.
Berrigan, best known for his
acts of resistance against the
Vietnam War, addressed "the
Christian community" for little
more than an hour. He and his
brother, Daniel, were arrested and
jailed in 1967 for pouring blood on
draft records in Catonsville,
Maryland.
A former Roman Catholic
Berrigan
was
expriest,
communicated from the church for
his anti-war activities.
"One has to be a non-consumer
and not only resistant to the state but
willing to take the consequences of
action against it," Berrigan said.
"Accepting the consequences makes
it possible to prolong the statement.
I would not begrudge an hour in
prison."
The silver-haired Berrrigan
spoke sharply about the power of the
Pentagon and the threat of nuclear
war. He said issues like Proposition
13 and "Jerry Brown -like"
politicians are "insignificant" when
compared to the effect of an international nuclear missile exchange.
While nuclear weaponry held by
the Soviety Union represents a real

threat to world peace, Berrigan said
he believes the United States is more
instrumental than any other power
in maintaining the arms race.
"Carter is not powerless," he
said. "He is just not taking any
risks. No person is powerless.
"He isn’t committed ( to nucleai
disarmament
because
he
mistakenly feels it’s against cold
war politics."
Berrigan projected that Carter
would be "dumped" by the
Democratic Party in 1980 because of
his pro-nuclear stance and his
inability to solve the problems of
inflation and unemployment.
He chided Americans for falling
into a "pattern" of forgetfulness.
Disasters like the Three Mile Island
nuclear power plant accident "jolt

By Erin A. Hallissy
Making the campus community
safer, trying to solve the parking
problem, and the role of A.S.
government were some of the issues
addressed by the four A.S.
presidential candidates yesterday.
The candidates met before the
editorial board of the Spartan Daily
to present their views on the
problems facing the univesrity and
the students for the coming school
year.

One the issue of building up the
campus community, Dutton said he
would like the area to be "down
zoned" from R-3, which allows
halfway houses, to R-1, which allows
for single family dwellings, duplexes
and triplexes.
McFadden said it would be best
to work with the city to disperse the
halfway houses, but she is also
concerned that in trying to solve
such a problem, A.S. may be
"getting in over its head."
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Demonstrators against the National Youth Service Bill protest
against Congressman Pete McCloskey’s draft proposal during
McCloskey’s appearance in the Student Union.

S. hopefuls address pending issues

The candidates are: Mike
Dutton (Greenback Party), Nancy
McFadden )Students for Accountability, Access and Action),
Jim Stephens ( Bacardi and Coke
Party and Joe Trippi (Progressive
Students).

Daniel Berrigan

the public into awareness," which is
too quickly forgotten, according to
Berrigan.
He urged the audience to take up
acts of resistance against the
Pentagon and the proposed national
youth service including "accosting"
Rep. Paul McCloskey, R-Palo Alto,
at his SJSU appearance. McCloskey
is the author of Congressional
legislation to reinstate the draft.
"What is he prepared to do to
see that nuclear war does not
happen?"
Berrigan asked.
"Congressmen, like clergymen,
think they are immune to action."
He said McCloskey seemed to
him "far more aware and
courageous in 1973 following his
challenge of Richard Nixon for the
Republican Party nomination the
year before.

Trippi said the county has
already passed an ordinance that
stops any further development of
halfway houses in the area, soil the
area is "down zoned," the houses
would have to move to another area.
Other areas wouldn’t be too affected
by the move because the houses are
only obvious if there are many in one
area, as there are around SJSU.
Stephens said his solution would
be to put the residents of the houses
on the police force. He pointed out
that the purpose of his campaign
was to show that A.S. cannot solve

problems such as these but should
instead work to solve problems on
campus that can be solved.
On the issue of the parking
problem around campus, McFadden
said that the most feasible solution
would be to build a parking garage
at Fourth and San Salvador streets.
The number of students who drive
can’t be lowered, she said, so a place
for them to park should be provided.
Trippi said the parking problem
has been around for a long time, and
a new garage wouldn’t solve the
problem. He said the best alternative would be to make the campus
community livable so students will
live in the area and walk to school.
Dutton said students can’t be
forced to live in the area, so free
carpool parking would be the best
alternative. He proposes reserving

the fourth floor of the Seventh Street
garage for carpool parking.
Stephens’ solution to the parking
problem is the "Darwinian Theory
of Parking," which would involve
admitting that there’s always going
to be a parking problem and just
trying to make the solution more
tolerable for the students.
In response to a question about
the need or lack of need ) for A.S.
government, all the candidates
agreed that A.S. was needed.
McFadden said the advocacy
role of A.S. was important, and if
students really didn’t want it, they
could vote to abolish it, which hasn’t
been done.
Stephens said that as an
apathetic student, he’s not saying to
get rid of the AS., but that it needs to
better represent the students and to
affect them more directly.
Dutton said students haven’t

been getting their money’s worth
from A.S., so the best plan would be
to reduce the $10 A.S. fee to $1 and let
the students dispense the other $9
directly to groups they want to
support.
Trippi said student government
is necessary because it represents
the students, but restructuring the
council would help it to be more
efficient. He proposes having two 10member council bodies, instead of
one council with 20 members. One
body would work only on budgetary
and allocations matters, while the
other would take care of educational
concerns.
In answer to what candidates
would do for dorm residents, Dutton
said that if the dorm students could
have back $9 of their $10 A.S. fee,
they would be able to spend that
money to improve the dorms.
Continued on hack page)
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A.S. not meaningless
A.S. Government.
Some smile ( or laugh I knowingly and pass
off that group of students as a bunch of
"junior" politicians in a meaningless political
arena. Everyone knows the "real" decisions
affecting the university are already made at
much higher levels - the offices of Gov.
Brown, the chancellor, or SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
But is A.S. Government so meaningless
that it should be abolished?
We don’t think so.
A.S. Government is a necessary vehicle
for communication between students and
administration. It governs and finances
student activities, giving students a hand in
spending the money they’ve given to the
university through their fees. And it serves as
a voice for student concerns which can be
relayed to influential individuals.
True, A.S. Government may not be an allpowerful body, but without it, students have
almost no means of letting administrators and
politicians know their views.
However, problems have arisen within the
council. Left unchecked, these problems could
lead to serious consequences.
The A.S. Council seats, designated to
graduate students, have remained unoccupied
this school year. We believe that part of the
problem is that seats are designated to five
undergraduates, five graduates and 10 upperdivision students.
Three seats remain open, due to lack of
interested graduate students. If these seats
were open to any student interested in running, regardless of class standing, A.S.
Council would probably have full representation.
Quorum, one member over half of the
total number of council members, was lost at
two of the last three meetings and at the third,
several items were rushed or delayed because
of an impending loss of quorum.
We propose that A.S. Council be required
to more strictly abide by the outline of rules
and procedures, particularly those regarding
attendance.
Section 1 of Rule II requires that every
member be present at council meetings unless
a written notice is given to the vice-president
explaining the member’s absence prior to the
meeting. It also states that the council may
declare a seat vacant if a member is absent
from three consecutive meetings or has accumulated four absences per semester.
In addition, Section 1 of Rule II should
specify that members planning to leave
meetings early report to the A.S. secretary
with a valid excuse. As it stands, a council

member is considered present if he or she is at
roll call, even if he or she leaves after the first
half hour of the meeting. Unexcused absences
not only prevent the council from keeping
quorum, but are grossly unfair to the student
body. Council members have made a time
commitment and should be responsible
enough to keep it.
It seems that most of the students who
won council seats last year didn’t understand
the extent of this commitment. There have
been eight resignations. And A.S. Council has
never filled all the vacancies.
Because so many do resign and vacancies
are difficult to fill, we propose that A.S.
Council size be decreased from 20 to 14 seats.
If council were not so large, perhaps it would

If student government wants to
be taken seriously, members
ought to take their positions
seriously.

also be more efficient. Meetings often last
from 3 to 9 p.m. because of useless discussion,
wasting valuable council time.
To deal with this problem, the vice
president should also take a firmer stand in
guiding discussion, keeping it to the subject at
hand and limiting repetitious statements.
In the past council has been too much of a
rubber stamp for organizations seeking funds.
Adding to that lack of accountability is the
newly passed Act 21, which allows groups to
keep A.S. funds they haven’t spent.
Act 21 should be abolished so the money
goes back to A.S. council if unused. Further,
all groups receiving money should be required
to make regular reports to council on their
activities.
Any observer of A.S. Council this term
who smiles I or laughs) when A.S. Government
is mentioned, may have a point. If student
government wants to be taken seriously and
graduate from its "junior" political status, its
members should also take their positions
seriously. The eight resignations, the attendance record and the perpetual problem
with keeping quorum indicate that more than
half do not.
A.S. Government, at its best, serves a
vital function in the university. Student
representation is necessary and its importance should never be underestimated. We
believe that with certain modifications, the
A.S. Government at SJSU can fully serve its
function.

Council should vote itself out
By James P. Wagner
Of all the arguments in favor of
eliminating the A.S. Council, the
most potent is the statistic that less
hen 10 percent of the student-body
electorate bothered to vote in the
last A.S. election.
Such a (2onspicuous failure to
muster even a simple majority of
the students population at A.S.
election time, let alone a majority
for any one candidate, seems like a
perverted mandate to do away the
A.S. Council.
Student government is laudable
in theory, but in practice! at SJSU, it
is little more than a bad caricature
of what it should be.
Ideally, student government
would serve as a liaison between the
students, faculty and administration. It would serve as a

James P Wagner is a
Spartan Oailv reporter

model for students- a chance for
students to participate, in a real
way, in the governance of their
university through their elected
representatives.
However, at SJSU, we are
strapped with an A.S. Council which
spends its time in petty in-fighting
over matters such as attendance,
tardiness and policy disagreements;
a group whose members indulge in
frequent jaunts around the state,
paid for out of A.S. funds; a group
which passes resolution corndemning injustice on the other side
of the world, while students can’t
find places to park near campus.
And, it’s expensive. The A.S.
Council receives a $500,000 budget to
play with, money that comes out of
the students’ pockets at registration
time.
In addition to being a poor

democracy, it Ls bad business to
entrust the allocation of a half
million dollars in A.S. funds to the
hands of a group elected by less than
10 percent of the student population.
The A.S. Council is plagued by a
high drop-out rate among new
members, which eats a lot of council
time in finding replacements.
Attendance at meetings
routinely is so poor they can’t
muster a simple majority of voting
members.
The A.S. Council provides only
marginal benefit, at best.
Elimination of this "august" body
would probably be felt only be
the 4- less + than 10 percent of the
student body electorate who had
somenthing to gain in the election
outcome.

the A.S. Council is just another
victim of this commuter-bred
apathy.
A random survey of SJSU
students showed that most couldn’t
name a single A.S. Council member;
many couldn’t identify Maryanne
Ryan as AS. President.
For the council to be effective, it
must be visible, but if their
anonymity is any indication of their
effectiveness as a governing body,
then a reasonable action for the
council would be to vote itself out of
existence.

"WILL SomEoNE . AmvotJE, SEComb ’MAT LAST- rno-ricw?"

McFadden for A.S. president
Nancy McFadden should get your vote for
A.S. President today, tomorrow or Thursday.
She realizes more than the other candidates the importance of accountability to the
student. Forget the fact that only 10 percent of
the students vote in campus elections. One
hundred percent of the student body contributes $2 Oyearly to student council to do as it

efforts on lobbying politicians on the state and
national level with a predictable lack of
substantial results. No self-respecting
politician is going to give much credance to
the plea of a student president representing a
fraction of the student body. McFadden says
she would change that orientation, paying
more attention to the students "at home."

Editorial

Though we endorse McFadden, we hope
she realizes the importance of some of the
issues and ideas the other candidates have
raised.
Perhaps Michael Dutton’s plan for free
carpool parking is an idea whose time has
come. Perhaps student politicians should
occasionally come off their thrones up in the
Student Union and take themselves less
seriously, as the candidacy of Jun Stephens
suggests. Perhaps viewing SJSU as part of a
"student community" as Joe Trippi does, is
the first step for students in realizing their
influence in electoral politics, especially with
the advent of district elections.
We believe in short that Nancy McFadden
has the best grasp of the realities, both present
and future, at SJSU and the best plans for
dealing with them. She deserves your vote.

pleases. There has been a startling lack of
accountability to the distribution of student
funds in the past.
McFadden views the council as an instructional service as well as a governing
body. Her plan to create a cutback committee
to speak with students about possible cuts in
academic departments could be a tremendous
service to students if properly executed.
McFadden would also create permanent
rape prevention seminars and workshops,
another useful (even vital) educational service for students.
The A.S. Treasurer also is aware of the
probable detrimental effects declining
enrollment has on the funding of academic
programs on campus. She says A.S. government should get involved in recruiting more
minority students to SJSU, though she should
be more clear to the voter about how that
would be accomplished.
Overall, McFadden has stressed the
importance of working within the university to
affect change, a refreshing change from the
past.
The last three presidents focused their

letters
Tenure
Editor:
An article in the Spartan Daily
dated March 23 records I do not
know how accuratelysome opinions
of Prof. Charles Burdick and four

And, the rest of us are stuck with
the bill.
The groups and programs which
get money from the A.S. Council
could get funds from other sources
campus fund raisers and the like.
The Independent Weekly, for
example, could subsist on advertising, the Program Board could,
professional
with
a
little
management, become a profitmaking organization.
But, the most compelling reason
for eliminating the AS. Council is
the fact that so few people on
campus care whether it exists, at
least until they learn who’s paying
for it.
SJSU is a commuter campus.
Everyday, the majority of students
leave the campus area for their
homes. SJSU students are spread
out all over the valley. This
cockeyed demography breeds an
inherent apathy among studetns
regarding student government. And,

Editor’s note: Two members of the
Daily’s editorial staff are candidates for office
on McFadden’s ticket. They did not vote on
this endorsement made by the Daily’s
editorial board. BCP presidential candidate
Jim Stephens is a member of the Spartan
Daily advertising staff.
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unnamed administrators on tenure
in general and the effect of it on
SJSU in particualr.
They believe, among other
things, that "lax hiring policies from
the past" have resulted in an
overlaod of not very well qualified,
tenured professors at SJSU and that
"this is the root of many of the
problems facing the campus."
Moreover, "it is common
knowledge among academic circles,
that once tenure is granted, quality
instruction suffers."
The ’50s and ’60s saw a glut of
teaching positions which "forced the
lowering of hiring standards...
unviersities were forced to accept
instructors who would not be considered for positions today."
Tenure guaranteed continued
employment "to professors who
today would never be hired." But,
Prof. Burdick generously admits,
"Not all poor instructors were hired
in those days. Many of our
deadheads ()cis
came from that
time, but many also came before
and after."
Besides being uncalled for and a
clumsy slur upon his colleagues, old
and young alike, Prof. Burdick’s
remarks are a confused mixture of
mis-information, mindless opinion
and sheer predudice. No wonder his
silent coadjutors in the administration "declined to go on
record with thier statements."
I cannot in a short letter present
all the reasons why I associate
tenure and higher education so
closely. Tradition and law have
bound them in a unique way. The
abolition of tenure or the

withholding of it from aspiring
young teachers and scholars, breaks
the strucural armature of the
academic institution.
The collegial ties of academic
in self.
which,
association,
governance, make a comapny of
tenured professionals something
more than an aggregate of transient
employees, are not unlike those of
the religious bodies and chapters
from which they are descended.
The tenured teacher participates mutually in the life of the
college; his relation to it is moral,
intellectual and social as well as
economic. He may feel himself
bound by loyalties of place and
tradition as well as of profession and
discipline. This goes back centuries
to the age of the foundation of the
universities, to the age of feudal
trust and obligation whence comes
the very term "tenure."
The obligations of tenure in
sometimes
are
practice
dishonorably neglected, but this in
no way demeans or taints the
privilege itself, nor excuses the
professsion from granting it to the
deserving. The bond of tenure holds
institution and faculties within a
single domain, where they share
identity and power in service to the
whole of society.
It may be that tenure will go but
with it will go what we cannot spare.
Meanwhile, let us not prejudicially
rationalize it away, declaring that
what we cannot or will not pay for is
worthless and not needed.
R.G. Tansey
Professor, History of Art
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Secretaries to SJSU ’s top brass speak out
By Mary T. Lee
Almost everyone on
campus comes in contact
with them at some time,
but few people know who
they really are, or what
they really do.
The "power behind the
power" theory is little
more than a myth to them.
At least, that is the con census of five of SJSU’s top
secretaries.
"I don’t have any
illusions that we have any
kind of power," said
Celeste Kitagawa. "I think
the concept is a myth."
Kitagawa has been an
administrative aide to
Hobert Burns, academic
vice president, since 1970.
Like most other top
level
secretaries,
Kitagawa worked her way
up through the ranks from
a department secretary to
her present position.
"Right now, there is no
other job I want to be in,"
she said, adding "six
months from now, though, I
might not feel that way."
Kitagawa’s
duties

Celeste Kitagawa
range from routine phone
work and some typing to

Vivian Bersuch
a
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supervising two clerical
workers and, occasionally,
sitting in on meetings.
She believes her title
really
doesn’t
mean
anything. "I’m a secretary
and I like being a
secretary," she said.
"I’m learning a lot
here," she said. "I think he
Burns) knows more about
what’s going on throughout
this campus than anyone
else."
There is something
that most of the women like
about their jobs that they
find difficult to define.
They say that’s what keeps
them here despite the fact
that they could probably
earn
more
money
elsewhere.
"What’s happening in
the world is reflected on the
university
campus,"
Kitagawa said. "It’s too
bad we are losing people to
industry."
Kitagawa attributes
this loss to low morale due
to budget cuts.
While dedicated to her
job, Kitagawa’s home life
comes first.
"I like to leave my
work at work and have my
home life to myself," she
said.
Vivian Bersuch, for the
past three years to John
Foote, dean of academic
planning, shares this
sentiment, with her two
sons ranking high on her
priority list.
"That’s the only thing
that’s really important to
me," she said. "I would
love to be rich, but I’m not
willing to give up the important things in life
chasing after success."
She describes her job
as being one of assisting
more than secretarial
work.
"It’s not the normal
secretarial thing," she
said. "We deal in so many
different facets of the
campus. That’s what

makes it interesting."
The best way to
describe her job, Bersuch
said, is "The planners do
the planning and I run
around after them."
But, she continued,
"Here I don’t feel like I
work under. I feel like I
work with."
If she had to specify
something she liked least
about her job, she said, it
would have to be the pay.
"It’s the same old
women’s trip - the janitor
makes more."
Having worked in
business before coming to
the university system,
Bersuch also believes there
is a difference between the
two that is hard to define.
"There is a different
kind of pressure here than
in business," she said. "I
work just has hard, but it’s
different.
"I work with three nice
people here." she said,
"Foote, and (academic
planners) Jack Sullivan
and Maynard Robinson.
Their attitude makes a
difference."
By contrast, in
business, Bersuch said, "I
have found through the
years that as a woman, you
are looked at as an 8-to-5
person with no interests
and no other life. You are
thought of as a secretary,
period."
Starting out as a parttime student assistant,
Colleen Heller has worked
her way into the position of
secretary to Robert
Sasseen, dean of faculty.
Her office serves the
function of personnel office
for faculty members,
dealing in such matters as
promotion and retention,
tenure, sabbatical applications and grievances.
One of the high points
of her job, Heller said, is
working for Sasseen. "You
couldn’t find a better
boss," she said. "That’s
why I’m at where I’m at."
Heller also likes

Jean Dahl
the fact that her job is not a
stagnant one and there is
always something different
to do.
"I would never want to
feel like I am not going
anywhere," she said. "I
want to keep growing’, but
right now there’s no other
job I want to move into.
When I stop learning and
growing, then maybe I’ll
want a change, but not
right now."
She shares the feeling
that there is something
special about working at a
university,
"Nobody is here for the
money," she said. "It is
something else I just can’t
define." However, she also
believes, "We have to
remember that this is not
the real world, the real
world is out there."
She also agrees that
staff morale is low. "You
have that doomed feeling,"
she said, "and it’s
spreading."
A homemaker and

the la),." she sdid. -And
been a
there has
tremendous growth in the

"I have lobe aware of
what’s going on all the time
and anticipate what’s going
to happen here."
Dahl has been at SJSU
for 17 years, and in her
current position for approximately five months.
She worked in the foreign
language department for 10
years and in English for

Her office deals
primarily
with plant
operations, safety and
University Police.
"We don’t deal much
with students." she said.
-But some students do
come up here when they
can’t
get
answers
anywhere eLse.’
Because of the high
energy level of the people
in her office .Da hl said, her
job is on: 01 just keeping
things together for people.

In her years at SJSU.
Dahl has seen a great deal
of change in the student
population.
"Students are not as
volatile now as they were in

"I work with a marvelously congenial group of
people.’’ she said,
-Everyone has been extremely friendly and
helpful."

photos by Lib fiatdv!

mother of three grown
children, Elizabeth
Richard has the job she has
always wanted, secretary
to a university president.’
"This job has always
been my goal," she said,
"and now I’ve made it."
However, she con tinued, it really doesn’t feel
much different than when
she was a department
secretary, except that the
pressure has increased.
A 15-year veteran of
SJSU, Richard has been in
her executive secretarial
position for approximately
six months. Prior to that,
she was secretary to the
executive vice president
and before that, a depart’
ment secretary.
She describes SJSU
President Gail Fullerton as
"very down to earth. She’s
a great, kind person and
easy to work for," she said.
Jean Dahl enjoys the
excitement of her job.
"There’s almost always a
situation that requires

issiskVilioSsTFU,1,1.441Stifghlgit,AABOAliti

BROWN BAG THEATER
presents its 5th show

HIGH WIRE RADIO CHOIR

overnight
1 /2fi

no minimum

Doing their own thing
XEROX 9400 &
IBM COPIERS

Wed., April 4 at noon
in the S.U. Amphitheatre

123 S 3rd Street

VQ TEST

(upper pad if rain)

295-0336

FREE
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area.

She works long hours
because she likes to and
enjoys pressure and hard
work.

kinko’s copies

WHAT’S YOUR
V.0. SCORE*?
SCORE
100

immediate attention," said
the
administrative
secretary to Ellen Weaver,
interim vice president.

295-5511
April 3.
ri and 5
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Perez, Ryan star in Quakes’ loss
I wanted to mark my man and keep him from scoring," said Ryan. "You got to
give them credit for coining back the way they did. I don’t think we panicked but I
thought we were sitting on the ball too much instead of attacking like we did in the
first half .Perez, who was constantly being jostled by the Portland defenders, John Bain in
particular, was surprised he got in but he was also grateful for the opportunity.
You always hope you’ll get into the game. With the score 3-2, I figured Terry
IFisher, Quakes’ coach) would go with a more experienced player. Yes, I was surprised when I got the call."
When asked what Fisher told him, Perez said, "Just get us a goal, Easy."
Like Ryan, Perez was impressed with Portland’s gutsy comeback.
"They’re a veteran team and didn’t lost their heads whey they were down 3-0.
They adjusted at halftime and took away our play in the middle."
While Fisher was pleased with the play of both Ryan and Perez, he wasn’t pleased
with the play of the defenders. He has admitted that the Quakes are on the prowl for a
defender who can win and clear balls in the air.
"I’ve got a couple of people in mind and we hope to bring somebody in by the 14th
)Edmonton)to play back there."
Bick, normally a midfielder, had the dubious task of marking Clyde Best, Portland’s burly forward whose specialty is winning air balls and though Best didn’t
score, he gave Rick and the rest of the Quakes fits in front of the goal.
As for Gersdorff, he became a favorite of the Spartan Stadium fans with some
dazzling moves, trick passing and a hard shot. He scored the Quakes’ third goal on a
20-yard left-foot blast.

Both admit to being nervous
By Steve Carp
Believ e it nor not, there were some good things that came out of the San Jose
Earthquakes 4-3 overtime loss to the Portland Timbers Saturday at Spartan
Stadium.
The fact the Quakes can put the ball in the net.
The play of former SJSU stars Steve Ryan and Easy Perez.
The job Sam Rick did in pretending to be a defender.
Along those lines, the play of German midfielder Bernie Gersdorff and Danish
forward Ove Flindt was an indication that there are some foreigners who are not here
for a vacation.
The performances of Ryan and Perez were especially encouraging. While neither
figured in the scoring, both were steady and did a good job at what they were supposed to do.
Ryan. who made his first start, was playing a defending midfield slot and marked
the Portland midfielders well while trying to help make the Quakes’ transistion to
offense a little smoother with passes to Paul Child. Gersdorff who was overlapping
all evening from his outside left midfield slot and Hindi
Perez came off the bench late in regulation and had two excellent chances to win
the game for San Jose. His first shot, from 20 yards out, sailed over the net and his
second opportunity was thwarted by Timbers’ goalkeeper Mick Poole, who came up
big in the latter stages of the contest.

CI ilINEK KICKS, Opening night crowd of 17.111 so as a good-sized but quiet one. Krazy George returnml to Si,,,
Jose via a helicopter and dress ’nixed reactions from the fans. Mid! odder Gunter Etterich picked up a pair :if
assists More leaving the game with a sprained ankle that will probably keep him out of Edmonbm inateh. Quakes
gave Peter Ites.sel, last year’s leading scorer, Ins release liessel had eight Poul, and 23 pothl0 1.5 1 Par aigl is

Both players admitted they were a bit nervous and both also felt they did a
respectable job on the field.

or rently playing in Europe

NCBA roundup

Fresno opens second-half play with sweep
Fresno State’s baseball team was less than overpowering but efficient in three Northern California
Baseball Association victories over hapless University of
San Francisco last weekend.

taking two-of-three from University of Pacific.
The Broncos won the Friday game 13-4 and the first
game of Saturday’s doubleheader 6-1 before Pacific’s
Greg Unger handcuffed them 4-2 in the final contest.

The Bulldogs got complete game efforts from pitchers
Rich Bordi, Jon Reelhorn and Mark Lohius for 4-1, 4-1 and
5-2 conquests in their initial NCBA second-half series.

Henry Torres scattered eight hits to earn the victory
in Friday’s game, and Rick Edwards toiled 7-1/3 frames
in relief of sore-armed Vic Viegas in the first encounter
Saturday. Edwards surrendered only two hits for his
second triumph of the year.

However, Fresno’s offensive output against USF was
not impressive considering the Dons’ seemingly permanent residency in the NCBA basement.
Fresno. 3-0, is in second place behind SJSU 16-0 I.
Bordi hurled his sixth complete game in eight starts in
Friday’s series opener, lowering his earned run average
to 2.02 and upping his record to 6-3.

pi ’"rrb v Elbe

Steve Ryan of the Earthquakes

The two clubs then travel to Moraga for a single game
Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
SJSU is now 23-12 after sweeping Nevada -Reno last
weekend despite sustaining losses in its first four outings
of the season. The Spartans have won 12 of their last 14
games, including nine straight in league play.

THE PINK POODLE
PRESENTS
LIVE NUDE DANCE
CONTEST

Coach Gene Menges’ squad travels to Stanford today
for a 2:30 p.m. non-league battle with the Cardinals at
Sunken Diamond.

Unger, who has won three straight league games
since entering the starting rotation, salvaged one game of
the series for the Tigers. He’s the only NCBA hurler to
post a win over SJSU in the last month.

Stanford handed the Spartans an 11-5 pasting in a
previous meeting Feb. 6.

MON. - TUES. - WED. - THURS.

The Cardinals are 19-12 overall and 3-8 in Pac-I0,
South Division action after losing two-of-three to UCLA in
Los Angeles last weekend.

Sean Everton and Fran Mullins whacked five hits
each to lead the Santa Clara attack in the series.

In the first game Saturday, Reelhorn stayed unbeaten
at 6-0 with a three-hitter.
SJSU hopes to continue its torrid pace this coming
’Alas, a major disappointment to the Bulldogs so far
this year, showed signs of a revival with 10 strikeouts in weekend when it takes on St. Mary’s, with which the
Spartans shared the first-half championship at 11-7.
seven innings en route to a five-hitter in the nightcap.
The Spartans, who were awarded the first-half crown
F’resno is now 19-15 overall.
by virtue of their two wins in the first half series against
In last weekend’s other NCBA series, Santa Clara St. Mary’s, host the Gaels in a Friday doubleheader at
recovered from a series sweep at the hands of SJSU by 2:30 p.m. at Municipal Stadium.

9:30
Cash prizes to all contestants
Come and apply

Stanford is led by Mike Codiroli, a former Mitty High
standout who was batting .441 going into the UCLA series.

328 S. Bascom Ave.
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Fr iday’s reoults
SJSU S. Nevada Retro I
Santa Clara 13, Patio
Fresno Stale 4, San Francisco I
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The Cleveland Spiders
of 1899 hold the major
league baseball record for
most losses in a season.
The Spiders, then in the
National League, suffered
134 losses while winning
just 20 times.
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Summer
Session ’79
VC Berkeley
Eight -week
Session

A TRIBUTE TO JIM! HENDRIX

June 25 to
August 1 7
A distinguished campus opens its doors in
the summer
Stringent requirements are dropped and
admission is uncomplicated
Fifty departments offer introductory and
advanced courses for regular University
credit
Extended session in Greek, Latin,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, French.
German, Spanish. Portuguese,
Indonesian/Malay and Thai
(June 25 August 31)
To obtain a free copy of the Summer
Session Bulletin, containing full
information and an application, call or
write:
Summer Session
22 Wheeler Hall
University of California
Telephone:
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415)642-5611
Name
Address

V:\

Thursday April 5, 9 PM
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Anuclear plant on an earthquake fault?
PG&E’s nuclear power plant in Diablo
Canyon sits within three miles of the massive
Hosgri earthquake fault. The fault is capable of
quaking with a force far greater than the quake
which leveled San Francisco in 1906.
What happens when an earthquake
shatters a nuclear power plant? PG&E thinks
we can afford to wait and see.
Join Ralph Nader, Bonnie Raitt and
thousands more at the Stop Diablo Rally and
Alternative Energy Fair, noon on Saturday,
April 7, at the San Francisco Civic Center.
PG&E is making the mistake of our lives.
We have the power to stop them.

STOP

DIABLO

Pft17!",
Please send tax-deductible contributions In
241h. Si.. San Francisco. (’A 94114.

Kwif it: Alliance.

4111
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Elway readies aerial bombardment for fall
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor
SJSU’s football offense under former head coach
Lynn Stiles was known for its wide-open, pass-oriented
style.
But Stiles’ offense seems ultra -conservative compared to what new head man Jack Elway has planned for
opposing secondaries this fall.
Elway, unlike most college grid bosses, believes in
using the passing game to set up the running attack instead of the otherway around.
And he isn’t masking his intention to put the ball in the
air early and often.
"We’ll throw between 40 and 45 times a game," Elway
said after the first two weeks of spring drills.
"We’ll use a short passing game, in which things will

be happening quick," he added. "The quarterback takes a
three-step drop and we’ll go for the percentages, like you
do with the running game-try to get six or so yards a shot.
"Our plan is to pass first and run second."
Elway has Ed Luther the nation’s third-ranked
returning quarterback statistically, and he intends to use
him to full advantage.
"We’re damn fortuaate to have Ed Luther," Elway
said. "He’s experienced, intelligent, he has a great attitude and he can throw the hell out of the football."
Luther threw for 2,275 yards last year on 205 completions in 386 attempts.
Three of his four most frequent targets fo ’78 - Rick
Parma, Stan Webster and Stacey Bailey are also returing.
Their talents will be augmented by the addition of two
top transfers-Mark Nichols, a sophomore form Baker-

photh hv

Women netters win

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
ccrkei,
1.S. 207

277-3116
0d111-21)In

By Steve Carp
For the first time ever.
SJSU’s women’s tennis
team gained first place in a
tournament, copping the
Chico Four-way InVitational last weekend,

HAVE YOU READ THIS
REFERENDUM?
Whereas, the students at San lose
Stale University recognize the
racist nature oi the apparthid
government of South Africa
lSouth Africa and Rhodesia), and
Whereas, one of the main supports
for the continued existence ol
gh
these governments is th
investment in corporations that
do business in Southern Africa.
Therefore, we the student body at
San lose State University, demand
the total withdrawt of all holdings
of the California State Universals
and Colleges System and its
member campuses from all
companies dealing in South
Africa and Rhodesia.

after winning its third
straight dual match, 6-3
from University of San
Francisco.
Kim Purcell and
Arlene Santos led the way
in Chico as they won their
singles matches. Purcell
hooked up with Fresno’s
Shawna Goedhard and took
her for the second time, 7-5,
7-5.
Santos got revenge
from Fresno’s Mary Ann
Dunn, who beat her in San
Jose two weeks ago. Santos
prevailed 2-6, 7-6, 6-3 in No.
2 singles.
Carolyn Yaurnan and
Denise Mendoza were also
winners in singles in Chico.
SJSU finished with 13
points, followed by Chico
State and Fresno State,
tied with eight each and
Sacramento State with onehalf.

Make your choice known ... Vote!
April 3, 4 and 5 Election Board

In the USF match,
Santos replaced Purcell in
the No. 1 slot, as Purcell
had hurt her back and was
resting for Chico. Santos
took USF’s Lisa Bertzhoff,
7-5, 6-3.
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CHICANO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CHICANO BUSINESS STUDENTS
CHICANA ALLIANCE
CHICANO PRE LAW
SEMANA CHICANA
MECHA
CHAGAS
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT
BALE T FORKLORICO PRIMAVERA
CHICANO SPORTS ASSOCIATION
FARM WORKERS SUPPORT COMMITTEE

endorses
Pres.
V -Pies.
Tres.
Attrn. Gen.

S F
Nancy McFadden
Fazel Fazelbhoy
Juvencia Romo
Celia Lucero

e6cAllo.’

Kerner

RJSU quarterback Ed Luther is shown throwing a pass against University of Pacific last season. James
Tucker (3 1 ), a returning running back, is blocking for Luther.

RETURNED
PEACE CORPS
VOLUNTEERS

sfield College and Mario Thronton, a junior forni Los
Angeles’ Pierce Junior College.
"This is really going to be an exciting bunch," Elway
predicted. "I’ve never had a corps like this, even when I
was at Washington State when All-American quarterback Jack Thompson was there."
Parma, who funished with a flourish last seasonincluding a school record 12 catches against Pacific-had
31 grabs last season while Webster added 25 and Bailey 23.
Bailey compiled his totals despite seeing virtually no
action until midway through the campaign.
Elway says Parma, Nichols and Thornton specialize
in short inside patterns and exchanging bumps with the
defensive backs, while Webster, Bailey and Proctor are
more "willowy" and will be the Spartans’ deep threats.
The passing game has been the Spartan’s strongest
point in spring drills thus far, according to Elway.
However, for an aerial assault to be successful, the
offensive line must provide adequate protection.
Elway is well aware of that -and he’s the first to admit
that the line needs work.
"We have the size," Elway said, "but we need more
quickness. Several guys have to lose some weight and
increase thier agility,.
"It’s a long-range program. But they ( the offensive
linemen) are good athletes and have good attitudes. The
potential is there."
Another problem area in spring practice thus far has
been the secondary, according to Elway.
"The defensive backs haven’t been as physical as
they should be," Elway said. "They have speed and
agility but they’re cushoning too much laying off the
receivers when they make their cuts) and they’re too
concerned about making mistakes."
But Elway isn’t too worried about the defensive backs
over the long haul-especially since Steve Hines, who
intercepted five passes last year and is a candidate for
post-season honors in 1979, is back at his cornerback post.
The lines, according to Elway are "the Achilles heel"
and for the club to reach its full potential the up-front
people will have to solidify.
Most of the rest of the squad is progressing at the rate
he expects, Elway said.
he had particualr praise for Jewerl Thomas, the
Spartan’s leading returning rusher with 644 yards last
season; offensive linemen Max Hooper and Mike Katolin
and linebacker Carl Hemby.
"Thomas ought to have a great year for sure."
Elway said. "he’s smart and he has a great attitude."
Elway thinks Thomas and fellow running backs
Bobby Pleasant and Arby Fields are doubly dangerous
because all are strong receivers.
He believes the running game will benefit from the
expected passing barrage because the defenses will be
loosened up and more conscious of the pass-leaving the
running lanes unattended.
Hemby, a 6-2, 230-pound sophomore linebacker form
Ontario’s Chaffey College, will move into the post vacated
by Frank Manurnaleuna. Elway isn’t about to compare
Hemby with "The Mowin’ Samoan" just yet, but he expressed confidence in Hemby’s ability to get the job done.

Santos came back from
a 5-2 defecit in the first set,
rallied to tie the set at fiveall and broke Bertzhoff in
the process. The USF star
double-faulted in the tenth
game and completely lost
her concentration.
It was downhill for
Santos after that. She won
the next two games and
had an easy time of it in the
second set.
Mendoza, playing in
the No. 3 slot, swept Debbie
MacDonell 6-4, 6-3 and the
No. 5 Lyn Feinstein won
her match with Gayle
Cowley, 6-1, 5-2.
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GREEK WEEK April 16-20
TUESDAY
April 17

WEDNESDAY
April It
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April IR
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61.111I

BACARDI
and COKE
PARTY has
our support:

i

FOR EVERYONE!
Alvtlitk AN COPY

294-7004

The

MISI

t Hoc,

SELF SERVICE
MULTIPLES

Reservation Deadline 4-4-79

SiN*

Coach Lyn Sinclair was
pleased with the team’s
performance.

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE

to S.F. Airport

A’42

A surprise for the
Spartans was Patty Sordello, who played No. 6
singles. Sordello responded
spendidly, shutting out Ann
lambert, 6-0, 6-0.

"We’re very excited
about the way things are
going. I was impressed
with the whole team. I
can’t say enough about
their attitude and their
play."
The netters host
Stanford
powerful
tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. and
Sinclair is optimistic about
the Spartan’s chances.
"I don’t know if we can
win it but I think Stanford
is going to have their hands
full with us. We’re looking
forward to meeting them.".
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Generally, Elway says ne’s concentrated more on
techniques than conditioning at this stage, noting that
most of the pla)ers get in their share of running during the
course of practice.
He’s happy with the attitude of the players during
spring ball and says the team has made the transition to
his system smoothly.
-I really feel we’ve closed the gap created by the
coaching change," Elway said. "I’m happy with the
nucleus we have and with the enthusiasm. The rain interrupted things this week but we had a real good first
week.
-We’ve tried to make so that there’s no big learning
gap," he added. "We try to make everything we do
logical. They’ve picked it up real well."

JOIN IN!!!

FRIDAY
April 20

GREEK SING COMPETITION
S.U, Amphitheater, Noon
SARDINE fer SNARE students
7th St Pits, 3.5pm
TOURNAMENT COMPETITION
Student Union, morning
SCHOOL SURVIVAL GAME
Art Quad 11Ipm
GAMES
Art Ouod. Ii 1pm
CAMPUS PARTY Theta Chi fraternity
123 S. Ilth St. 9pm-lom FRIE
STUDENT UNION ORGANIZATION DAY
A special chance for your club to
use the Student Union call 777.3227 for information
INSTALLATION OF NEW FRATERNITY
Order of Omega
GREEK TALENT SNOW
Morris Doily Auditorium
7pm FREE
NIGHT AT THE STUDENT UNION
7 30pm 51,00 Admission
Featuring: Disco by ’Peter B
live Bands
Casino gambling
5 f Comedian Mark McCollum
Ref lestiment

CALL 277-2191
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Buchanan ’s
Grand
Finale

In 1978 she competed as Kris Klepfer. In 1979 she
competed as Kris Buchanan.
In years to come she’ll be remembered as one of the
best, if not THE best woman gymnasts to ever compete at
SJSU.
Buchanan closed out her Spartan career this past
weekend M Pennsylvania as she finished 50th out of nearly
100 competitiors in the AIAW Nationals.
She tallied scores of 8.4 in the vault, 8.25 in the uneven
bars, 8.2 in the balance beam and 8.35 in the floor exercise
for an all-around score of 33.2.
An indication of how tough and intense the level of
competition was at the nationals, Buchanan’s score was
only 1.15 points away from placing her in the top 20
finalists.
Although she has two years of eligibility left,
Buchanan has opted to concentrate on her schooling and
her marriage so she has decided not to come back next
season for another year of competition.
In her two years as a Spartan, Buchanan had her
name inscribed in the record book so often she owns eight

of the top 10 scores ever registered by an SJSU women’s
gymnastic athlete.
She set nine school records last season and dominated
the NCAC in both years at SJSU. Her arrival on the
gymnastics scene propelled the Spartans from a sixth
place showing in 1977 to consecutive league titles in 1978
and ’79.
In the 1979 WAIAW Regionals hosted at SJSU,
Buchanan garnered medals for her fifth place showing in
the balance beam )17.601 and sixth place in the floor
exercise 117.75).
She won the all-around title in the NCAC last year with
a 35.20 and swept all four events. Her seventh place finish
in the WA1AW Regional meet last season enabled her to
compete in the Nationals in her first season with the
Spartans.
At the 1978 event, she placed 34th all-around and her
seventh place finish on the beam brought her AllAmerican recognition.
Whether competing as Klepfer or Buchanan, she was
a standout by any name.
text by Chuck Bustillos
photos by LiLi Razavi
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the Biology Office in
Duncan Hall, room 254 or
call Tavia, 279-1817. First
come, first serve. $15 per
person.

spartaguide
SJSU Students for
’eace and Group Opposed
0 Nuclear Energy are
,howing the movie "In.ident at Brown’s Ferry at 8 p.m. in Jonah’s Wail,
basement of Campus
Christian Center, corner of
10th and San Carlos streets.
Call Dave Weller or Jim
!Babb, 297-2299 for more
information.
Campus Ministry and
GROPE are holding the
Last Lecture Series at
1230 p.m. today in the S.U.
Council chambers. Dr. Ted
Hinckley, professor of
hiStory, will speak on "Is
the Greatest
Death

Teacher’’’’ Call Barbara
Oskoui, 298-0204 for more
information.

Pre-Law Association
will meet at 3 p.m. today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.

American
Asian
Studies will present "Asian
Horizons" from 5 until 5:30
p.m. today on KSJS radio,
91.
"Asian
stereo
Horizons" will present
announcements of various
events, commentaries and
readings. Call 277-2894 for
more information.

SJSU Artist’s Union
will meet at 11:30 a.m.
today in Art Building, room
109.

SJSU Marine Science
Club is hold.ing a trip to
Catalina Island April 8 to
13. All students interested
in attending can sign-up in

Career Planning and
Placement is showing
televised practice interviews at 11:30 am.
tomorrow in Career
Planning Building Q. This
is a simulated interview on
video tape and feedback on
how to improve your job
interview. Call 277-2816 for
more information.

SJSU Sailing Club will
present a speaker from the
U.S. Coast Guard at their
meeting at 7 p.m.
in
tomorrow
Dudley
Moorehead Hall, room
149A.
Gerentology Center
will hold a question-andanswer session on Social
Security at 2 p.m. today in
Old Science Building, room
136. Anyone on campus
interested in learning more
about Social Security may
attend.
Term paper clinics will
be held between 1:30 and
3:30 today in the little staff
room, Library Central,
room 306. Sign-up sheets
are located at the General
Reference Desk, 2nd floor,
Library Central. Similar
term paper clinics will be
held throughout April.

School of Education is
holding reading lab mini courses this week in
Education Building. room
235. "Note-taking" will be
presented at 2 p.m.
tomorrow and "Preparing
for and Taking Exams" at
3 p.m. today and tomorrow.
Call 277-3597 for more information.
SJSU Amateur Radio
Club will meet at 5:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Ham
Shack. Call Terry Finn,
279-9397 for more information.

Election poll helpers
are
needed
today,
tomorrow, and Thursday
for an hour or more at any
time during the polling
hours. See ads in the Daily
for time and locations to
vote.
El Concilio will hold a
rally in support of the
Chicano Resource Center
at noon today in the S.U.
Amphitheatre. Speakers
will be AS. Treasurer
Nancy McFadden, AS.
Councilman Celio I.ucero,
Richard Chabran and Jose
Delgado, directors of the
Chicano Studies Library at

DALE MILNE

Berkeley and Al Negrete.
director of El Centro
Cu!tural of San Jose. Call
277-2404 for more information.
The Chicano Business
Students will tour IBM
tomorrow. Meet outside the
S.U. Pacheco room at 10
a.m. Anyone intersted in
attending should call 2875054 to sign-up.
Womyn’s
Support
Network will meet at 2 p.m.
today in Women’s Center,
Building U.
Recreation

97

present "Create A T-Shirt
Contest" from noon until 2
p.m. II1 the Art Quad in
front of the Student Union.
Call 277-8431 for more information.
Sigma Delta Chi will
host Steve Taylor, reporter
for the Peninsula Times
Tribune, at their meeting
at 12:30 pm. in Journalism
Building, room 101.
Members interested in
attending the regional
convention in San Francisco April 20 to 21 should
attend the meeting. Free
lunch served.

will

JOE BROWNING
Lower Division
Independent Candidate

Graduate Independent
Candidate

classifieds
RED/ORANGE

Porsche got hit
Friday morning, 3/23, 7th and
William Call me if you saw it

announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin

homes Choose your own hours.

Thanks Mary. 774 4452

No fees

BSU

will

Students.

sponsor

a

The

wkend

DO YOU need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the
Spartan
publication

trip
to
(4.0,7,0!
Yosemite Natal Pb. 510.00 in

camping
cludes

transorn.

lodging, In
terested call Robert at 926 6194.

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Send
53.85 for Into, to SEAWORLD.

who’re

or

style

two.

contact

Carol

have

automotive

CII4? CLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
’ Classes in Psychic Development,

Meditation.

Aquarian

Gospel. Prosperity. 2914509.
COLOR

IS

THE

FASHION

SPRING!. Let

me

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback.
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires. 6 cyl., 3

FOR

give you a personalized style
These

are

terns in life insurance sales If
you qualify, we’d start training

Mobile
Shows with

Light

and

6276.

necessary
no experience
excellent pay. Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite

Peter B. Tremendous sound
and lighting effects
available for all occasions Call

systems

54013.

Call

needs body

work.

’68 RAMBLER Rebel. Runs good,
needs body work. $200/offer.
Call Jack at 227 6681 atter 5.30
p.m.

characters,
GOOD ’67 VW Bug selling for parts
or 8403. 30,030 on rebuilt engine.

dinners

for sale

HEALTH. If you are not already

HOME,

FIRE.

with State Farm. call for an
NEEDED SJSU Grad student for
.; AS Council. Most be tenacious!

at

appointment

my

office

or

home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.

Sandwiches,

Burger,

Creps,

Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL: MORY STAR, 253 32770r

Drinks. Margarets, 126 E. San
Salvador, 10 3.

Fri /Sat. only.
SPARTAN

Gardens

Recycling

Center is now open three days:
Wed, 10am 2pm, Fri., Ilam
2pm. Sat., 10am 4pm. Save your
recyclable,

’77

Enduro

YAMAHA

508.

Eon.

miles. 50 mpg.
Asking 81,100 2799605 after 1

Cond.,

6.600

at

7th

Humbolt

and

STEREO for sale

also records and

nd, to sell fast_

tapes

Do your part for tile
Come out and
Environment

offer

support us!

Mary) If interested.

streets

PAID

VACATION

during

Wring
break. I want to employ a
woman as a traveling corn
panion aide I am disabled Call

Best

Pis call 298 7231 (ask for

large.

heavy scupltures. Fine
$270.
Other
sizes

detailing.

356 2716.

Santa Clara Artists
2892 B Scott

available.

Foundry 249 5947
ISASEBALL

Blvd.. Santa Clara,

WANTED.

CARDS

Lapin,
Dr
Cash
Tower 763, or call 837 0191.

Quick
?

’78

Prices paid. Call

650

custom

Exc.

cond.

Kerber header. custom seat,
1 Call 374paint Many E x

;ANTED TO BUY: Baseball cards,
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Goody, Post, Lea. Top
.

KZ

Peter Field,

629 6939.
SKI E RS UNITE] Ski Park City, Alta
Easter
over
Snowbird
and
Vacation
Five fantastic days

DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 250,
set up for off road enduro Like
new. Pacifico Tank. PH 269

Ski

and

Heavenly

Kirkwood

March 3 4 too 145/members and
412/non members. Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere. Joe Patterson, 268
2529.295 6705.
TRADE

your

Paint

inside/outside
exchange

(your

$1,100/13.0.

Ed,

Jon-cf,
925 6974

1111.04. VPS 36’s 1272. 20’s SI 9$,
120 pro 96 50 10, Gal fixer $I M.
SI 68,
Dektol
SI 56,
HCA
SI 60.
D16
52 52,
Microdol

In

400 So
ft. of
storage. 3 years. H and R
Painting, 731 S. Third, No. 1, S.J.

VOTE for the person, not the party!
Vote Independent!

Call

Exc,

and
chemicals
Kodak
LOOK
supplies at wholesale prices!
100 8410 ea Ektacolor 74 RC
$30 16. Poly RC 123 43. Poly SW
S1712, Tri X, Plus X. Pan X.
30’s 81.70, 20’s $1 21, 100 ft.

for

_

RX?

days, 238 4469 eves

house.

paint)

MAZDA

PK 36’s 14 12

’511

VW Bus. (Wed cond. rebuilt
engine and trans Camper Call
14151 367 9669 after 6 P.m .
wknds

on

MANAGER

tO6p.m. only.

house.
fruit

rent

in

needed

large

3

"Little One"

to

bdrtn.

small weekly salary. Call 267

lia-b.Ysit-ter needed or, Si SO T TH F
afternoon 1 yr. old S2/hr 279
7834.

SHIPS!
American,
ON
foreign. No experience required

JOBS

Worldwide

chickens. Clean, walk to school
S100. Call Danny at 292 8946,

HAPPY 22nd Birthday Doria, Love
Curious George and his Friends

ROOMMATE WANTED. Male or
female, to share 2 bdrm.. 2 ba

on first floor

Easy going atmosphere.
Call Colby, 374 8534, after 6

BOOKWORM. Have a very happy
Easter and be good for me. Oko?
I’ll miss you and love you
forever! Lone, your Susie.
WANTED for Kevin: A good looking
surfer girl to replace the one he
lost. Contact the rnan with the

BDRM, lure. apt. Clean, quiet,
near SJSU. Non smoker. $200
plus deposit, util. pd. Call 288

NEATNESS, and DEADLINES

furnished.

S30

GUARANTEED.
in

lit your schedule. Also typing
and office WOrk part time near
campus. Same pay. Call Don.

BUSINESS:

LITTLE

Operate wholesale distribution
co from own home or area of
lice. 5 unique diversified lines.

Bill

at

LOS-TT Silver- -bracelet

IN

TAN

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Disser

STOLEN from Men’s lockers, 9 15
ring. handmade
Call 3160193

I will buy it.

PARIS

(Amsterdam’s

DUSSELDORF
gateway)

ZURICH

new

SHANNON

.

majors.

(SOUTH AMERICA)

exper

for

TEL AVIV .. MANILA .. TOKYO
AUSTRALIA
TAIPEI ..
SIGNAPORE .. HONOLULU ..
CITY
..
Plus
NEW YORK
student flights throughout Asia.
Africa and the middle East ..
International Student Identity
Card issuance .. Eurail, Student
Ravi! and Brifrait passes ..
Youth Hostel cards .. Overseas

books .. Luggeoe .. Maps ..
backpacks and other travel aids
. Trip and Travel Planning
Travel
(charter
Company
’IOW

Specialists) 444 E. Wm. Street
(blocks from Togo’s) San Jose.
CA 95112 2921613 Mon Fri, 96.
Sat 103

is

ENTERPRISES

for

your

car,home,

stage or studio use. We also have
TVs, VTRs, videoscreens and
games. All at 5 to 50 percent
Who

DISCOUNTS!
offer

you.

over

Virtually every

else

280

can

brands.

model on the

VISIT

EUROPE

THIS

campus. 298 2308

many.

France.

Peddle your
"don’t wants"
with a Classified Ad

TYPO GRAPHICS, INC.

Publications/Brochures.
Term papers.
10 percent discount to students
For
cards
ID
student
appointment. call 297 9954

With

PROF_ Exp. typist. Fast. accurate.
reasonable. IBM Selectric II

TYPING- Thesis, term papers, etc
Experienced and fast. Phone
2690674
CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care, hot meals
and extras Please call 292 8515

positions

Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV

KIM

ARE

linen and maid serv fireplace.
courtyard, parking, $32 per wk
share. 555 single 202 S 11th St.

HE’S hit the big time’!!

call first 293 7374

Birthday kisses to my honey
buns "SMACK." Love. Mouser

Have a
great 20th b,rinday Don Your
young buddy S,cki

you an "A" student? Speed
read, memorize, organize notes.
pass any exam Everything a
student must know on top grade
cassette 59 95 HYPnokinetirs,

Sell your unwanted items
in the

CLASSIFIED ADS

P0 800 3506, Walnut Creek, CA
94958

wirdernisa

HOUSE OF GENGI
J/R

CLASS0 ii I)’, 10

RATES--

0:30ant
f itch

Ask for Mr Montosa

addressed,

stamped

277

LICENSED

BIRTHDAY Happies to KMS from
Your friendly RBR pal Ar Ar
Ar!!!

SAN JOSE

manager, cook, busPerSOn.frOnt
host/hostess Salary negotiable
206412$
Call
for
interview

S500/S1,000 stuffing envelopeS
sell
Send
Guaranteed.

England

2831 or 2065743

Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/Legal typing and trans.

RESIDENCE CLUB

2024, ask for Abdul.

INCOME!

SUMMER

AND EARN SJSU CREDIT
6/27 7/24 Italy. Greece. Gee

_

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing Lives near

housing

and Emporium store. Call 279

EXTRA

U.S.A.,
..
MEXICO

TRAVEL .. Hard to find Travel

LEMKE’S Typing Service. Student
Rates 2924720

Call

media

Local

personals

ad

4900 Year round opportunity

EASY

COSTA

RICA .. JAMAICA .. RIO DE
.. HONG KONG ..

JANEIRO

collect: 1415) 835 9781

schedule. Good driving record
required. Phone Mrs. Em m. 298

03 SO S610 per/hr. Call 356 2445.

MILAN
.
. LIMA. PERU

252 8058.
Part time.

ADVERTISING:
Excellent pay,

84.00
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
per hr, work 1pm to Sprn, three
to live days/wk to fit your school

SALES,
TELEPHONE
Tickets
Work from our Los Gatos Office,
69 p.m
Mon Fri., Sat., 99

GENEVA
BRUSSELS

.

electronics buying
service for stereo components,
compacts, portables and ac

269 7937.

Wed., March 2111: Gold wedding

Immediate cash flow, 795 5028.

We

Iinclding Laker)
FRANKFURT

job
placement
CANADA
and

soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest well
ding photography, call John 41

oval

ZIPPER

or

Selectric. Term papers, thesis,
reports. manuscripts. etc. (On
Graduate Typing List) Blossom
14111 Area, Call Kathie, 578 1256.

Department. IBM Sel, II, Soul"
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area

ivory stone. Approx. 3/2. Please
...sentimental. Patti, 998 4490.

PAPERS

6

years
20
Correcting

TYPING
IBM
experience.

EXPERT

Wedding
a
for
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love that are

with

after

736 3024

weekends.

Janet, 227 9525.

lost and found

Party

GIRLS

Pleasers will entertain at your
Call
bachelorette party

next

LOOK I NO

FOLDER.
NO
QUESTIONS.
CALL 2772898 or 2065920

SIMPLE

Reports,

LONDON

YUGOSLAVIA
ATTENTION

1979 .

FLIGHTS

represent all charter operators,

Notions_ Approved by San Jose
Gradual..
University
State

per

wk. share. $30 wk. single, 122 N.
(Ith st. 279 9504

please. Pay negotiable. Call eve.
227-3368.
A

Masters,

Experienced

travel

MADRID

cessories

Two Houses across st, from
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maid/serv.. TM_ parking

KEN

plan also included.

consumer

ACCURACY,

Widest select,on of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. Call
2551550 M thru F after 2 P.m..
any time weekends ASK for

COPENHAGEN

AUDIO

TYPING

right over the phone? No MT,
No BS. individualized one to one
EN
AUDIO
service?
TERPRISES has it all! The

(twice a year), plus low cost on
other dental needs. Orthodontics

Friends.

services

set up? Super low sale
prices ALL Me time? 5 free LP’S
with each purchase? Complete
Price quotes wino extra charges
and

CHARTER
PLAN.

DENTAL

ENROLL NOW!!! For Info.. go
to A.S. Office or call 371 6811.
S33.50 per year covers exams. X
rays, cleanings at no charge

stereo

month,
plus
utilities,
550
security dep. rqd. Call 297 2894.

labor? All accessories AT cost
any System?
wzpurchase of
FREE advice, delivery. testing

265 2747
STUDENT

HAPPY Birthday Carolyn and Sue.
It’s the big ONE NINE, Yeah!!
Love. the Shooting Stars and

blocks from SJSU. Furnished,
quiet neighborhood, laundry and
parking facilities. No pets, non
smoker preferred. RENT- $100

market? Factory sealed cartons
*Mull warranty Plus an optional
5 yr warranty for parts AND

TYPING give you a headache? Call
Neat and professional,
Sandi
reasonable rates. Resumes, etc

0356,

LOST, GENEROUS REWARD FOR

Port

reasonable too. IBM Selectrtc
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose, Call Patty at984 1642

SURF CAL license plates.

NEEDED: 4th woman to share 4
bdrm victorian house 1 1/7

everything

and

Accurate

Fast.

TYPING

Royce.

apt.

FORTRAN I need help with Cyb. 5
Expertise
programming.

Summer job or career.
to SEAFAX,

2049.
Dept.
D 7,
Box
Angelees, WA 98362.

Hoover Hall’s Honey Bunnies Becky, Leslie, and Lisa, Happy
Birthday. 201

TO

Own room. Fireplace,
trees,
greenhouse,

4900 for interview.

Light

housekeeping. Room, board and

following

share

roommate

assistance, etc. Mrs. Ernm, 298.

BABYSITTER.

Call 378 7660 for appointment
’73

and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table in Art Quad area and at
meeting on Thursday, March 1
in Engineering 132 at 1:30 p.m.

needed

TAKE a walk
talk to people
get
Paid 54 pr/hr or commission

0590.

and nights April 713 Only 1180
transportation,
Includes
lodging, lifts and parties Alta

same pay. Call Don, 9910149. 5

SEEK

6021

FEMALE

4 hrs. each day, 14.00 hr. Light
off ice
misc,
bookkeeping,
duties, light typing, customer

NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student. Near Almaden

Bus

feels like the first time. Your

attending school. Work 4 to 5
days per week after classes, 3 to

998 0149, 5 to6 p.m. only.

HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
3.0303’.
birch.
in
SuPPzYts

cook

TRAINEE. Entrance to career
while
position
management

schedule. Also typing and office
part time near campus.

pay.

MARK Y POO Remember April 6?
Happy Anniversary, Mio! It still

Jose

weekends. Call 358 3531.

MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work). 5330 per hours. Hours to

p.m

cardboard.

We’re right across from Spartan
Stadium

PART-TIME

ADMINISTRATIVE

Excellent

rabbit at all except for when you
hop. And you don’t eat carrots I
do (under the cabbage leaves

MOTHER OLSON’S

work

travel

and

San

Services,

You’re not like a

GENO Wabbit:

University, San Jose, CA 95192.

Send $3 for info

flattened),

and
and

newspaper

pistol grip. $175. Call 238-6276

Aluminum, glass,

(delabled

tin
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Diamonds are investors
best friend, rep says
By Chuck Henrikson
Searching for a hedge
against inflation" Invest in
diamonds, suggests
Michael Cetanich.
an
is
Cetanich
assistant sales director for
Diamond
International
Corp., a San Rafael based
diamond
investment
broker.
You can start with as
little as $150 and still obtain
investment grade stones,"
Cetanich told an audience
in the S.U. Almaden Room
at a diamond investment
seminar sponsored by
AIESEC.
AIESEC is the Francebased
International
Association of Students in
Economic and Business
Management.
You could take $1
million worth of diamonds
and plunk it right into your
vest pocket," Cetanich
said, patting the breast
pocket of his suit. "Try’ to
do that with gold or silver."
have
only
Not
diamonds out -distanced
average worldwide inflation since 1905, they
have appreciated more
than 4,700 percent, he said.
A one carat round
brilliant investment grade
stone valued at $1,750 in
mid-I974 is now worth more
than $9,000.
A $150 investment
would buy a five to eight
point stone. There are 100
points in a carat. A 142
carat diamond, about the
size of a ping pong ball,
weighs one ounce.
For many centuries
the diamind has performed

well. It is the company you
have to watch out for. In
the past two years about
200 to 300 ’diamond investment companies’ have
sprouted up and started
selling high quality stones,
or what they call high
quality stones," Cetanich
said.
International Diamond
Corp. claims to be the
foremost dealer of investment grade diamonds
of three carats or less in the
United States.
IDC buys stones from
cutters, the companies that
finish the rough gems
purchased from DeBeers
Consolidated Mines Ltd.
The DeBeers cartel
contracts to purchase the
entire output of most of the
world’s diamond mines.
An article in California
described
Magazine
DeBeers as "a monopoly
that makes OPEC look like
a Girl Scout cookie drive."
When DeBeers holds
one of its 10 times yearly
sales, it invites about 200
cutters, who all come
running, for if they don’t
they may not be invited
again.
The cartel offers the
cutters a "sight box" full of
rough gems, based on
requests the cutters have
made. The cutters must
take what is offered.

Stephens said he lived
in the dorm for two years,

A man was stabbed
with an 11 1/2-inch butcher
knife Saturday afternoon
when he returned for the
second time to his former
wife’s home on Sixth street,
according to San Jose
police.

small stones from Israeli
cutters.
The stones are appraised according to the
four Cs: cut, carat weight,
color and clarity. Each
stone is "fingerprinted" all diamonds ai e different,
like snowflakes.

Van Allen Oakley, 31,
of 621 S. Sixth St., was
booked into Santa Clara
County jail on charges of
assault with a deadly
weapon, according to a
police report.

Cetanich said IDC
deals in small stones
because of their "liquidity"
- the ease with which they
can be resold.

Joe Goytia of 1314
Young Circle, San Jose,
was admitted to the San
Jose Hospital emergency
room, treated for knife
wounds and released according to a source at the
hospital.
San
Jose
The
policeman who arrived at
the scene noted that Oakely

It took Elizabeth
Taylor about four years to
sell the 69 carat diamond
Richard Burton had given
her, Cetanich said,
although she made about a
82.5 million profit.
When Jackie Onassis
put about 60 carats in two
and three carat stones up
for sale, she got rid of them
in less than a month, he
said.
of
Production
diamonds has decreased by
half in the past 10 years and
diamonds will be mined out
in 30 years, Cetanich said.
He advised investing now.

De Beers does not
haggle over prices. It
refers to this sales method
as "market control."
IDC purchases finished
gems from several cutters,
the larger stones coming
from Antwerp and the

and he believes dorm
residents are getting what
they pay for. Dorm
residents would have to
work within the dorm to
solve dorm problems, he
said.
McFadden said that
representatives who are
elected from the dorms
must recognize their
constituencies and work to
help them.

By Lori A. Cuffaro
The
"New Hope
Student Festival," sponsored by the Collegiate
for the
Association
Research of Principles
which
follows
the
( CSRP),
principles of Reverend Sun
Myung Moon and the
Unification Church, was on
campus Friday.
The event was held in
the A.S. Council Chambers
in the Student Union.
CARP has been touring
various college campuses
in California, and will soon
be heading back east to
New York and Boston.
"The reason why
CARP is appearing on
various college campuses,
is that God needs to say
something, and that is why
we are here," said Henry
Schaufler, a member of
CARP from the Bo: ion
area.
Schaufler spoke to
approximately 40 people,
saying "you are very
courageous to come to this
meeting."
Schaufler told the
small audience that CARP
is presently working on
four aspects to involve
college campuses with
CARP.
"We need to challenge
the purpose and meaning of
education," Schaufler said.
"A university should be a
place to learn how to save

i
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other people, and not base
itself on individualism."
Schaufler noted that
most of today’s world
problems are a result of
selfishness
and
"individualism."
The second aspect
CARP is working on is to
revive the spirit of
Christianity on college
campuses.
"We need to bring back
the spirit of God to college
campuses,"
said
Schaufler. "Religion and
science is the third area we
are working on," said
Schaufler.
Schaufler told the
group that science needs to
understand God, and "both
(science and religion) need
to be united."
Eliminating political
philosophies from college
campuses is the fourth goal
of CARP.
"Marxism
and
Leninism are not the way
to
social
progress,"
Schaufler said. "Love and
truth are the way to social
progress."
Schaufler told the
audience that "moonies"
face resistance from most
people.
"People resist new
ideas, and as a result,

people don’t want to hear
what we have to say."
Schaufler noted that,
"the Ten Commandments
were seen as liberal, and
people did not listen to
Moses when he came down
from the mountain. Well,
the same thing is happening to us (CARP).

Help us
Avoid a
Humiliating
Defeat

bcp

Bug Problems?

-People don’t want to
hear the truth," Schaufler
said, "rather they tend to
resist it (the truth 4."
Questions
by
the
audience were answered
by Schaufler after the
speech on a one-to-one
basis rather than in front of
the whole audience.
Try our
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had blood on his clothes
and hands. When the officer approached he said he
heard Oakley say, "I had to
do it, I had to stab him."
Goytia had been at the
home Friday afternoon,
according to Oakley.
Goytia’s ex-wife also lives
at 621 S. Sixth St. and,
according .to Oakley, he
had been attacked by
Goytia Friday after the two
got into an argument.
Goytia attacked Oakle),
with an 8-inch butcher
knife at that time, according to the police
report.
As a result of the fight,
Oakley received cuts on his
hand and right cheek,
according to the report.
Police believe both
incidents were begun with
the two men arguing over
the woman.

Almost as old as the Earth itself, diamonds are perhaps the most precious
objects known to man. In 350 B.C. Alexander the Great invaded India to
plunder the diamond mines there to pay his mercenary armies. All diamonds
larger that 10 points have 58 facets, 33 above the "girdle" and 15 below.

’God needs to say something,’
CARP tells campus audience

Executive candidates
talk about problems
(Continued from Page if
Trippi proposes putting
an
on -campus phone
outside of every dorm so
visitors can call to be let in
and the University Police
could be called if they are
needed. He also said he’d
like to see laundry facilities
expanded and student input
into the food service.

Butcher blade settles
Sixth St. agrument
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